Transmission and integration of biologically meaningful olfactory information after bilateral transection of the lateral olfactory tract in the rat.
The contribution of the olfactory inputs conveyed by the lateral olfactory tract (LOT) to the central olfactory areas in the onset of behavioral and electrophysiological responses i.e. multiunit activity of mitral cells was studied in rats which were submitted to a bilateral transection of LOT. The characteristic emotional reactions elicited in sham-operated rats by biologically meaningful odorants--odors of predator or of conspecific--were no longer observed after such lesion. At the olfactory bulb level, the differential habituation of mitral cell electrical responses according to the biological meaning of the stimuli disappeared in the rats with a bilateral section of LOT. However the awaking influence of the odorants when stimulations occurred during slow wave sleep remained unchanged: all the rats were more often awakened by the odor of predator than by the other stimuli. On the other hand, an inhibitory centrifugal influence of LOT on mitral cell electrical responses was noted in rats with a unilateral transection of LOT. The results are discussed in relation to the two olfactory pathways (lateral and medial). During wakefulness, LOT seems essential to the olfactory information processing; in slow wave sleep, the medial olfactory pathways appear to mediate olfactory discrimination and to elicit adapted arousal.